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caLL for paperS

DIVERSITY℀AS℀A℀CONSISTENTLY℀PROBLEMATIC℀AREA℀
the Scientific community of latin network for the development of design Processes investigates 

systematically the theme of DIVERSITY in design from the on-going comparison between the 

mainstream tendency of anglo-Saxon imprint and the “other traditions”. the specific feature of this 

community, and of its annual meeting, lies in placing design as a process, rather than as a product, 

at the centre of the debate.

the interplay between the demand for a common language and the insight to give importance to 

the many characteristic signals of the various traditions of design comes across another interplay 

between a few key words which dominate the international debate about the discipline and the 

need to focus on arising elements of the research, seen as having significant potential for innovation. 

This is the general problematic area within, in 2012, the Latin Network intends to propose a 

reflection on DESIGN and HUMANITIES, integrating this beneficial relationship in the system of 

knowledge and opportunities known as the “tHird KnoWlEdGE”, working as a bridge between 

the exact sciences and traditional humanistic knowledge. 

DESIGN℀AND℀HUMANITIES℀AT℀THE℀CENTER℀OF℀THE℀DEBATE℀
the fourth edition of the ForUM intends to focus on the “cultural” level of the design processes, 

identifying in the specific relationship between dESiGn and HUManitiES (i.e. art, anthropology, 

aesthetics, neuroscience, semiotics, sociology, history, cognitive and perceptive psychology) a 

promising hypothesis to be explored as an innovative dimension of the processes themselves, in 

terms of the project’s contents and of their cognitive and operational tools and devices. Humanities 

and social sciences, in the crossed relationship they have with design and diversity, may be 

understood as:

• drivers and enablers of original design processes, created in the confluence between different  

 disciplines in terms of didactics, research and the project itself;

• bearers of approaches, cognitive models and analytical tools within project themes with strong  

 social and cultural contents (the so-called “Social Sciences and Humanities centered challenges”: 

 education, intercultural dialogue, social innovation, certainty, type, identity...).
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OPEN QUESTIONS
The interplay between these three key words becomes the territory for our debate, which will 

take place at the Universidade do Estado de Minas Gerais (UEMG), in Brazil, within the programme 

of the 4th Bienal Brasileira de design. For the event, given the thematic affinity, the latin network 

will also be assisted by the scientific contribution of the Humanities design lab (Politecnico di 

Milano, indaco department). the ForUM intends to focus on some key issues of the debate:

• What is the epistemological framework within which the relationship between design and   

 humanities proves to be a current problematic area and a field of opportunities?

• through which variations can the concept of diversity be interpreted in the relationship between 

 design and humanities?

• is there a multiplicity, in the specific relationship between design and humanities, that uses the  

 processes of globalization, rather than opposing itself to them, and that may be diversified in a  

 beneficial way?

• What are the research fields and the knowledge and research models about human complexity  

 which design may connect with?

• What aspects of the design process may become the object of research in various fields of   

 humanities and social sciences?

• through which experiences have design and humanities shown the ability to collaborate   

 effectively producing significant results?

• What is the state of the art of the theoretical debate? through which promotion, research and  

 diffusion frameworks (journals, associations, laboratories, etc.) is it being addressed?

 FLAVIANO CELASCHI
 (coordinator of the latin network for the development of design Processes)
 Humanities design lab

 (Politecnico di Milano, departamento indaco)
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trackS

1. DESIGN AND HUMANITIES: A DISCIPLINARY COMPARISON
transdisciplinarity, i.e. the positive overlap between fields of knowledge, characterizes the 

contemporary debate about design, while not contradicting the natural specificity and diversity of 

individual disciplinary sectors.

Design is a human discipline par excellence, the “human” element of which is capable of 
spreading, with sensibility and responsibility, onto practices and processes; humanities, 
which are “transdisciplinary” by vocation, research into the human abilities of creativity and 
inventiveness in order to understand the meaning of social action, to interpret it and, if possible, 

to direct it. this synergy may become a tool for disciplinary innovation with consequences for 

research and training. This section seeks to explore processes of disciplinary redefinition and 
hybridization and their influences:      

• in theoretical research (e.g. Phd) or applied, qualitative and quantitative (case studies in   

 which it was possible, or that are experimenting with, migration processes both in theoretical 

 skills and knowledge models and in research methods and tools, between humanities and  

 design);

• in educational processes and models.

the question we face has to do with the way in which the processes of the two disciplinary fields 

renew themselves through this interchange and, thus, gain new theoretical, operational and diffusing 

devices. the concept of diversity is understood here in “disciplinary” terms, within a desirable two-

way path between humanities and design, both at the instrumental and the epistemological levels 

of research and didactics.

2. FOR A “HUMANISTIC” DESIGN: DESIGNING FOR DIVERSITY
the complexity and social and cultural richness of the frameworks in which the project should 

take part ensures that a humanistic approach is always more useful in giving quality to the form of 

artefacts, spaces, services and connections. in this case, diversity is understood as a cultural value 

that must be safeguarded and enhanced. these are the “Social Sciences and Humanities centered 

challenges” that bear the involvement of tools able to assimilate the possibility of amplifying the 

ability to build connections, materialize or activate “the relational value” or the mediation qualities 

between diversities. 

This section seeks to explore design experiences in different contexts and subjects with 
strong cultural content and/or where the process used a humanistic approach, highlighting 
specific applications and variations for each case.   
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3. HUMANITIES CENTRED INNOVATION
the value of humanistic knowledge as basic research or meta-design (of research for the project) 

is often considered difficult to apply in the project’s general innovation systems. However, it is 

advisable to promote a profoundly “different” concept of innovation, which encompasses not only 

technological and organizational, but also cultural and humanistic processes, in companies and 

industries.

This section seeks to explore possible paths and trajectories for a better integration 
between disciplines throughout the entire project’s value chain, through concrete examples 
of applications, projects and researches in which humanities and social sciences intercept the 
systems of production (company) and of use (community, users).
in this case, diversity is understood as an “activator” of innovation through processes of integration 

of knowledge, skills, and models within the consolidated dynamics that encompass those who are 

involved in the project (designer-company-users). 

4. THE DESIGNER HUMANIST AND THE HUMANIST DESIGNER 
in the age of hyperspecialization, even the designer’s professional figure must have the ability to 

rethink and enrich itself. the comparison with humanities and social sciences may contribute to 

define this process in a bidirectional dynamic. This section seeks to question the existence of 
professional profiles created from the implementation of this relationship in terms of process, 
also through considerations of a historical-critical nature. What are the specificities? Which 
are the referential contexts? What are the areas in which to practice this hybridization? What 
are the outcomes? diversity is, therefore, understood as a specific variation of the profession that 

the world of design is called upon to value in a process that finds its own strength in the richness of 

articulation and in a constant ability to adapt and change.

5. DESIGN AND HUMANITIES: DIVERSITY AS IDENTITY
traditionally, social sciences encode and represent the values of collectivities (peoples, country-

systems, communities); on the other hand, the project refers to these contents and notions as 

predefined and implicit elements to interpret the field of action. Such relationship involves 

consequentiality. This section seeks to put this relationship up for discussion: do humanities 
define the value frameworks which describe the socio-cultural contexts that the project 
uses in an “uncritical” way as sources, or does the project develop questioning processes and 
tools and outcomes which, in turn, influence such contexts?
diversity is thus interpreted through the concept of social and cultural identity. 
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6. THE SCHOOL TALKS ABOUT ITSELF
Since the 2010 edition, the ForUM has opened a space totally dedicated to the experiences 
and research of the host school, in order to give visibility to the contents and create a beneficial 

dialogue with the representatives of the international community present at the event.
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aBStractS:
docUmentS SetUp
• abstract should have a maximum extension of 400 words (references included) and be   

 accompanied by a bibliography. 

• the official language of the documents is English. on the contrary, the official languages to   

 use during the Forum are italian, French, Portuguese, Spanish and other latin languages. Each  

 presentation should be accompanied by a slide show in English.

Each abstract must contain the following information: 

• name(s) and surname(s) of the author(s)

• Position

• institution

• E-mail address

• Phone number

• Paper title

• track of reference

• Paper abstract

aBStract:
SUBmiSSion inStrUctionS
• abstracts should be submitted on-line at http://papercalls.org/IFDP2012/register.php, 

 by 10 May 2012.

• all submitted abstracts will be subject to a blind peer review process.

fULL paperS
• authors of abstracts that are accepted for presentation will be required to provide a full version 

 of the paper by 30 November 2012.

• the papers guide-lines are available in the conference  website www.latin-design-process.net  

 (Paper Guidelines section).

• the papers will be subject to a blind peer review process.



regiStration feeS
• 350,00 reais per paper selected
• 150,00 reais per participant (both speakers and attendees)

• the registration modes will be announced in the web site www.latin-design-process.net. 

 * if the paper is authored by more than one person, the paper fee must be paid (350,00 reais)

 plus the cost of the people who will attend the event (150,00 reais per person).

 ** the authors of the selected papers must pay the registration fees within 31 July 2012.

keYS dateS
• deadline for abstracts submission: May 10th 2012
• announcement of selected papers and final program: June 18th 2012
• deadline for payment and registration of the speakers included in the final program:

 July 31st 2012
• deadline for payment and registration of attendees: September 16th 2012
• 4th Forum: September 19th-22nd 2012
• deadline for full papers submission: November 30th 2012 
 

contact for information:
4thforum.uemg@gmail.com
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